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ABSTRACT _

VOULGARIS. G.: SIMMONDS. D.: MICHEL. D.: HOWA, H.: COLLINS. M.B.. and HUNTLEY. D.A.. 1998. Meao-:uring
and modelling sediment transport on a macrotidal ridge and runnel beach: An intercomparison . .Journal 01' Coastal

Research. 14(1), 315~330. Royal Palm Beach IFlorida). ISSN 0749-0208.

Ohservations of hydrodynamics. fluorescent tracer dispersal and beach morphology were acquired in the intrrt idul
zone of a macrotidal ridge and runnel beach. High frequency hydrodynamic data from pressure t.ransduccrs and
electromagnetic current meters were used to describe flow patterns in the intertidal zone while sediment transport

rates were estimated using energetics and empirical models. Results from fluorescent tracer experiments provided

information on net sediment movement over periods ranging from one to five tidal cycles whereas rnurphouu-t rir
analysis was carried out to determine net beach movement during a period of 24 tidal cycles.

Comparison of the results showed that sediment transport based on the hydrodynamic measurements did not agree
with sediment movement derived using the tracer and morphometric methods. This disagreement is because the latter

met hods integrate processes occurring throughout the whole tidal cycle including those at very low water depths
Iswash zone processes I. Hydrodynamic data were limited to periods of the tidal cycle when' the me-an wate-r dopth
was greater than 0.5 m. Such limitation, imposed hy the physical dimensions. principle of operation and installation

procedures of the instruments is common in nearshore studies. Sediment transport results obtained by using hydro
dynamic data obtained in macrotidal areas would be incomplete if swash-zone processes an' not covered by t.ho sam
pling scheme. However, comparison of results ohtained for shorter periods si.c. excluding shallow water! with those

from other methods that integrate over the whole tidal cycle can be used to extract information on sedinH'ntary
processes for periods where no direct data arc available.

ADDITIONAL INDEX WORDS: Sediment transport measurements, hvdrodvnamus. intertidal zone. macrotidal bctuh.

ridge and runnel beach. tracer. II'1We8. currents. sediment transporl modelling.

INTRODUCTION

Net convergence and/or divergence of sediment transport,

over a tidal cycle, controls the formation and maintenance of

ridge, runnels and any other morphological forms present in

the nearshore zone. These types of formations have heen de

scribed qualitatively in terms of beach response to calm and

storm events (W!{IGHT and SH 0 I{,/" 1984; HAYES, 1972; Ow

ENS and FI{OBEJ., 1977; HINE, 1979; M l T L J { ~ : N N A N , 1992; SIM

MONDS et al., 1995), Such an approach is descriptive pres

ently and has not been formulated into an accurate quanti

tative prediction of beach change. This is due to the complex
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combination of motions and the number of scales involved in

sediment movement.

HOlW<AWA (1981) has classified the coastal processes ac

cording to the time- and space-scales involved into macros

call', mesoscale and microscale. The former takes place over

time-scales that vary from a few years to hundreds of years

whereas the morphological features associated with them can

extend over hundreds of metres to kilometres ii.e., formation

of spits, tidal inlets, cliffs etc.l. These processes are tradition

ally studied by geologists and geomorphologists. Mesoscale

processes operate within hours or days and the space scales

involved extend from a few meters to hundreds of meters ti.e..

beach cusps, bars, etc. I. Finally, turbulence and wave dynam

ics are typical examples of microscale processes occurring

within seconds or fractions of a second and at space-scales

extending from millimeters ii.e., turbulence) to a few metres

(i.e., wave-induced oscillations). In theory, the superimposi

tion of microscale phenomena should constitute mesoscale

phenomena and those of mesoscale, likewise, the rnacroscale

phenomena.
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Traditionally, sediment tran sport st udies were focused on

eithe r macroscale or mesoscale processes. Th e development

of fas t- respons e instrumentation for the measurement of cur

rents (electromagnetic current meter , HUNTLEY and BOWEN,

1975) and sus pended sediment concentrations (optical back

scatter sen sors, DOWNING et al., 1981; acous tic backscatter

sensors, VINCENT et al ., 1991 ) en abl ed the study of sediment

trans port processes at th e microsca le. Us ing these type of

senso rs, J AFFE et al. (984) showed that sedime nt transport

rates based on mean offshore flow (averaged over 30 min) did

not agr ee with the onshore migration of a sub-t ida l bar (av

er aged over a period of 6.5 hours). Examination of th e in

stantaneous fluxes revea led that sediment tran sport occur

ring at tim e-scales associate d to individua l wave peri ods (a

few second s) was res pons ible for an onshore flux of sediment

in sus pensio n that contro lled the ba r movement. Factors such

as the asymm etry of shoaling waves and the phase differen ce

betw een oscillatory flow and t he ma ximum suspended sedi

ment concentrat ion appear to have an important influe nce on

the sediment transport.

These findings regarding the role of microscale processes

in the development of local morphology, combined wit h the

adv anc ement of the appropriate techn ology for mea sure

ments of the instantan eous hydrodyn am ic conditions estab

lished a new t rend in studyin g coas tal pr ocesses. High fre

qu ency sens ors constituted of an integral part of the standa rd

instru me ntation for every maj or nearsh ore field or laboratory

experimental study carried out over the past decad e (z.e.,

DUCK85, MASON et al., 1988; NSTS, GUZA and THORNTON,

1989; C2S2, BOWEN et al., 1986; SU PERDUCK, ROSATI et al.,

1990; DELILAH, SCOTT et al., 1991 ; B-BAND, DAVIDSON et

al ., 1992 ; SUPERTANK, KRAu s and SMITH, 1994 ). In par

all el, the use of these sensors provides infor ma tio n on the

asymetry of the flow field in the nearshore (GuzA and

THORNTON, 1985). The techn ological adva nces in flow mea

sure me nts were accompa nied with the development of so

ph isticated sediment tran sport models (BAlLARD, 1981)

which account for the asymmetric character of the wave s and

the different per iods of oscilla t ion present in th e nearsh ore

(FOOTE and HUNTLEY, 1994 ). Su ch models are widely used

for the predict ion of sediment movement and morphodyna mic

modell ing (ROELVICK and STIVE, 1989; SCOTT et al., 1991).

Although , high fre quency measurements are very impor

tant in studying the processes involved in sediment resu s

pen sion and tran sport mechanism s, the va lidity ofthe result s

is limi ted to conditions simila r to those during th e data col

lection peri od. Extrap olation of these poin t mea su rements for

morphological modelling requires st at iona rity of the driving

mechanism (i.e., hydrodynamics). Su ch stationarity can be

found at non-t ida l environments or at areas where th e mean

water depth is large in relation to th e tid al ran ge (i.e., inner

continental sh elf). It does not apply, though to areas where

the mean wate r depth varies sign ificantly during the tid al

cycle (i.e., intertidal zone) . Th ere the processes va ry with in a

tid al cycle from shoaling wave (CONLEY and INMAN , 1992),

breaking and bore-lik e waves (NIELSEN, 1984; STERNBERG et

al ., 1989) to inner -surf and swash-zone pr ocesses (BEACHand

STERNBERG, 1988). Th e contibutio n of each of these processes

is different for various locations within the intert ida l zone.

MASSELINK ( 993), modelling th e effect of tida l inundation

in hydrodynamic processes, showed that swash-zone process

es dominate the high tid al zone, while the mid-t ida l zone is

dom inated by shoa ling-wave processes.

Th e presen t study illu stra tes thi s difficul ty in extracting

defin itive informa tion on sedime nt tran sport and morpholog

ical developmen t in macrot idal enviro nme nts from high fre

quen cy measurem ents alone . An investigatio n, in parall el, of

various tim e-scales of coas tal processes is needed to und er

sta nd the complete sediment transpo rt mechanisms an d the

contributio n of a part icular sca le of process to the next. Ob

se rvations of hydrodyn ami cs and sediment movement, col

lected during various time- and space-scales are presen ted.

Shoa ling and oute r surf zone hydrodynam ic measurements

were carried out usin g rapid sa mpling measurement stations.

Tim e-series of instantaneous velocity (microsca le) were used

to esti ma te sediment tran sport rates by th e ap plica t ion of

empirica l formulae and models. Tidally-aver aged sediment

trans port patterns were obtai ned from fluorescent tracer ex

periments, wher ea s informa tion on beach morphology on lon

ger time-scale (several days ) was obtained t hrough the ana l

ysis of topographic data . Th e resul ts obtained from the dif

ferent approaches have been integr ated in order to iden ti fy

the dominan t sedimentary pr ocesses. Th is approac h has re

vea led the complexity of the sedimentary processes and high

lighted th e difficulty in using high-frequency data for the ex

traction of information on the developmen t of beach mor

phology in particular in areas wit h large t idal ran ge (macro

tidal).

EXPERIMENTAL SITE & PROCEDURES

Field mea suremen ts were obtained at Nieuwpoort-aan-Zee,

situated some 13 km southwes t of Oostende (Figu re 1(a)),

from 20th February-4th March 1994 (J ulian days 51-63 ).

Th e experimental site was outsi de the influence of man -mad e

obstructions, such as groynes, wh ich are comm on along thi s

coas t . The sediment was well sor ted, fine/medium sa nd

(mean grain size 0.183 mm ); at the time of the obse rva tions

the average beach slope (ta n[3 ) was 0.012 with an interti da l

zone of between 250 a nd 500 m wide. The experimental site

exhibite d typical rid ge and runnel beach chara cte ris t ics (Fig

ure I c) with up to five well-d efined ridges exposed at low tide.

Tides in this area are semi-diurnal wit h a large neap-to

spring variation of between 2.7 to 6.5 m during th e deploy

ment per iod (Figure 2). Tidal curren ts in the inner shelf are

characterised by elongate and asymmetrica l t ida l curre nt el

lipses, with a northeasterl y-directed residu al flood displace

ment controlling the sub-t idal sedime nt tra ns port pathways

(DE MOOR, 1991).

Th e wave climate of the area is typical of short- fetched seas

with wav e per iods 3 to 6 sec (Figu re 3). However , typical

wave periods recorded du rin g the deployment were betw een

4 and 12 seconds with offshore wave heigh ts on th e order of

0.5 to 1 m. Dominant wave direction offshore as extracted

from wave hindc asting modelling (U.K. MET Office, Figure

3c), is primarily from the wes t-southwes t (23% of th e tim e)

and seconda rily from the north-northeast 00% of the time).

Time-seri es of flow velocit ies, tid e and wave-induced pr es-

J ournal of Coas ta l Research, Vol. 14, No. I , 1998
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Figu re 1. (a) Locat ion ma p of th e study a rea. Plan -view (b), a nd cross -sectiona l profile (c) of th " intert idal zone of th e expe rim enta l s it«. Locatio n-, of

instru ment stat ions (St. 1, 2, 3 and 4) a nd sa nd tracer inject ion points (tracer A, Band C I are shown on (b l an d I C I , re spective ly. Dash ed lin es on t b i

ind icate locations of top ogra phic sur vey t ra ns ect s .

s ure and suspend ed sedimen t concen trations were measu red

a t four locations in the h igh a nd mid -t idal zones (Figure 1).

The instruments consisted of elect romagnetic curren t meter s

(Sta t ions 1, 2, 3 and 4), pressu re transducer s (Sta t ions 2, 3

and 4) and opt ica l ba ckscatter (OBS) sensors whi ch measured

sus pended sediment concentration at va rious eleva t ions

abov e the sea bed, Twen ty (20) minutes of burst data were

collecte d simultaneous ly at a ll s ta tions . The sa mpling fre-

que ncy with in each hu rst was ei t her 4 or 8 Hz. More detai led

information on the ex per imenta l procedure can be fou nd else

whe re (SIMMON DS et al ., 1995 ), Hydrodyn amic data collected

at Stati on :3 a re presente d in thi s st udy. Th e inst ru ment s ui te

of this sta tion consisted of :3 elect roma gn et ic current meters

insta lled a t 16, 42 and 101 em above t he bed, one pr ess ure

transducer locate d at 20 cm a bove the sea bed a nd 6 OBS

se nsors installed at 10, 17, 30.5, 42, 5:3.5 a nd 101 5 cm above

J ourn al of Coas tal Resear ch , Vol. 14, No. I, 1998
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cross-shore direction (positive onshore) and the y-axis aligned

in the longshore direction (positive towards the Netherlands

i.e. northeast).

Additionally, topographic data were collected at low water

during daylight hours, throughout the experimental period

(,Julian days 51-63 I. The data consisted of a detailed beach

profile along the (main) transect of the hydrodynamic sta

tions (Figure 1c1 and 10 additional profiles parallel to the

main t.ransect., at approximately 20 m intervals (shown as

dotted lines on Figure 1b). Due to the limited time available

for surveying the intertidal zone, the spatial resolution along

the latter profiles was less detailed than along the main tran

sect. An electronic theodolite integrated with an Electronic

Distance Measurement (EDM) instrument was used for the

topographic survey. The EDM and theodolite instrumental

errors were ~ 0.3 cm and .; 0.0014 degs, respectively. Typical

errors for the survey data presented here was calculated to

be smaller than 0.4 cm and 1 ern for horizontal and vertical

distances.

METHODOLOGY AND DATA ANALYSIS

Modelling Sediment Transport

Various empirical sediment transport formulae, applied to

the marine environment wen' developed initiaJly (or fluvial

or aeolian studies ( e . ~ . M E Y E H - P ~ ; n ; H and MliLLER, 1948:

EINSTEIN, 1972; YALIN 1977). Most of these formulae are

power laws relating the sediment transport rate to the excess

velocity or shear stress:

(2)

IIIQ = le'lu - u"I" or !I"IT" - T" Ih '

where u and T" are the flow velocity and bottom shear stress,

u .. '1I1d T. are the critical velocity or bottom shear stress re

q~i~ed f()'~ the initiation of sl'dim'ent movement and k and k '

are empirical coefficients expressing the efficiency of the flow

in moving the sediments of the sea bed.

In the marine environment. under the combined action of

waves and currents, the response olthe sea bed to oscillatory

flow is rapid IMAIlSEN, 19911. To account for oscillatory

waves, instantaneous values of shear stress IT,,,.) used in the

sediment transport formulae are integrated over a complete

wave cycle. The relationship used in this analysis is a modi

fication of the MEYEH-PETER and MtTLLEI{ (1948) formula,

resembling equation I] 1 (shear stres« version) with a power

index of h' = ::3/2. To indicate relative sediment transport

intensity and direction, the quantity (T
w

, - T,,):l2 is referred

to as the sed imen t tru nsport index (81'11. The instantaneous

index was calculated for each hydrodynamic data burst mea

sured during the tracer experiments and for 2 cases: (i ) under

the wave crest and Ii i I under the wave trough.

Application of" this empirical model requires the prediction

of bottom shear stress from various hydrodynamic parame

ters. With a knowledge of the sensor heights and the mean

water depth (h), the significant wave height (H"g) and am

plitudes of horizontal current oscillations (u, v) were derived

from the variance of each depth corrected time-series using

the foJlowing approximate relationships:

the seabed. For the period of the tracer experiments the OBS

sensors failed to operate. In addition, the sea water quality

was such ii,«. high concentration of algae I that an estimate

of" suspendcd sediment transport using OKS data would have

been of" limited value. Data only from the lower electromag

netic current meter and till' pressure transducer are pre

sented here.

Fluorescent tracer was used to study tidally-averaged sed

iment transport rates at the field site. The tracer consisting

of" natural sand from the study area which was dyed in the

laboratorv using acrylic fluorescent paint. The tracer sand,

I"('!eased during each of" these experiments, was deposited in

a I rn <" 1 m >< O.Ofi m pit, during low water, then covered

with OJ) ern of natural sand, and the dispersion was moni

t orcd during subsequent low water periods. An automated

counu-r 1(loWA and IlE HESSE(;UIEI{, 19941 was used to de

(('ct [racer concent ration at surficial sampling locations on a

grid with ~ m '. ~ m mesh size, over an area extending ap

proxi m.rt.o!v 90 m a!ongshorc and :30 m in the shore-normal

di rc-ct nm. Detection was complemented with the collection of

cores lrom t he tracer dispersion area. The cores also wen'

used to est imate till' t hick ness of the mohile rtrunsport i layer.

Thrr-. difforc-nt tracer experiments t A, 13 and CI were car

ried out ovnr tho intertidal zone' at the experimental site IFig

1m's 1 anrl 2: Tahl« II. Detection of the moving tracer is de

nou-d in t.lu- illustrations by a tracer letter, with a subscript

I"(.fernng to the measurement sequence I ( ' . ~ . , B ~ refers to re

sults ohtained from tracer expe-riment 13, during the 2nrl sur

vov/dr-tc-ction I.

ihlring tracer experiment A, fiO kg of green dyed sand was

inje-cted and searched for only once, during the following low

tide I A, I. This particular (green) colour tracer was later aban

doned, due to the presence of shell debris having the same

f1 uoresccnt characteristics. Fourty (40) kg of red tracer were

injected during experiment 13, with detection undertaken

during the subsequent three low tides (H" Be and Ell. Fifty

I fiO I kg of red tracer were used for tracer experiment C, with

detection during 5 low tides (C 1 to C).

The orthogonal system used for presenting the hydrody

namic and tracer data is defined as the x-axis being in the

Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No.1, 198R
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where (T". <T" and (T -, are the standard deviations about t.he mean

or h. lJ and v. respecuvclv, The peak wave period was also es

um.uod from spectral analysis of the horizontal current time

s e r · i ( ' . ~ . In addition, burst-averaged mean «u), <V)I, root mean

squan'd values IC,,,,., V,,,,) and the angles of approach of both

W;)V('S and tlu- stc-adv currents were calculated using t.he time

"pries of t h« horizontal components of the flow.

Thi» information was used to drive a parameterised version

or FI{EI ISOI';'S I 191-\4 I wave-current interaction model I SOULS

BY ('I a! .. 199:l I. The model was used to estimate bottom shear

strl'SS, T due to mean currents in the presence of waves and

tilt' maximum wave-induced shear stress, T
w

• The maximum

lulu/ wave-current shear ::;tress T w , is then defined as the vec

lor su m of these quantities. The model was applied assuming

th« presence of a plana I' sea bed (skin friction only I. The mod

pi result» are presented in terms of two pairs of horizontal

COIll pnnont s. T
w

. , 1cross-shore I, and T,,,, 1longshore I, beneath

both a wave ('rl'::;t and t.hrough:

! "P negative sign is used for the calculation of the shear

stress beneath the wave trough.

MADSEN and GRANT'S (19761 modified Shields diagram

was used for deriving t.he critical shear stress for naturally

occurring beach sands 10.16 N/m").

Besides the sediment transport index (STI) model, BAI

LAI{\)'S (1981) energetics-based model predictions were com

pared t.o the tracer experiment results. This model combines

transport. components induced by wave-asymmetry and mean

flow (on the basis of BAGNOLD's 09631 energetics ap

proach); it is used most widely in morphological model ap

proaches le.g. ROELVWK and STIVE, 1989: SCOTT et al., 19911

and is considered one of the best theoretical models for time

dependent, cross-shore sediment transport (SCI!OONES and

THERON, 19(1)).

The expression for the t.otal ii,c., bedload and suspended

load, 1,1 time-averaged immersed weight. sediment t.ransport

IBAILA\{(I, 19811 is:

wlu-r« t he st'ltling velocity (WI uft he sands wa-. calculated to

1)(' 1l.22 cm.se«, E I , and E an' the bedload and suspended load

T"" ITI 'cos( (b, I + I.,JCOSI (bw I

• - 1·1' sin: </'. ' 1• ..1' sin: <I,,, 1 1:11

\\IH'n' '!> and <I>, are lilt' .uit itlorkwi:«. nu-asurvd angles of

1hI' t ui.rl clIlTl'nl and Ilal I' propagation H'l'lors to t.h« ::;hore

n"}''',,I! I'h" P"S!\ 1\\' ~ i g n III C''II1. I :ll is use-d for calvu lut.iru;

:11, ,', '!l1hl n,,1! -h,·;( I' -I n'.'.' I)('n('al h till' 11;1\'e C!'l'st \I h e n ' a . ~

<It> = E" [I I tan f3 I I ]P'CI'~--' <u"u) + ~~'<ul)i
tan ~ tan ~

E. [ E ]+ P('IW' <Iul'u) + \~·tan f3<lul")i
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Sediment Transport Rates, Based upon the Tracer

Experiments

'I'he topography of this macrotidal beach rewals a number or

different moruhologicnl regime» which must Iw considered in

relation to tidal excursion. Th« intertidal zone exposed during

spring tides has an average slope 01'0.012 and can Iw subdivided

into throe zones between spring high w.uor l('v{'11 SIIWL I, ne-ap

Monitoring dyed sand movement to determine in-situ beach

sand transport has been used since the 1950's (INMAN and

CHAMBERLAIN, 19fi9). Such an approach requires two basic as

sumptions. First, the dyed sand behaves in the same manner

as the natural sand and, second, the tracer movement can be

monitored accurately. The first assumption is fulfilled ifthe la

belling procedure does not alter the physical and hydrodynamic

properties of the sediment. The second assumption can be as

sessed by evaluating the percentage recovery rate of marked

material during the tracing experiment.

The sand is assumed to move as a uniform layer of thick

ness Z" at a velocity U. The immersed weight sediment trans

port rate If) is then given by the relationship:

Pressure and current data recorded at station :l. ove-r t.lu

three tide periods are presented in this section. Data col lr-«

tion at the high frequency measuring stations IS limited to

the time during which the sensors wen' fully immer-vd 1.1'.

for burst-averaged water depths h 0.1'10 m (minimum dc-pth

O.fi m l at station :l. In view of the low wave l'I1l'rgv during

this deployment (H,," 0.20m I, this water depth tvpitu»

shoaling waves conditions. i.e.. conditions outside the surf

zone. Some of the measured parameters are shuwn in Figul'l' 'i,

Longshore currents during the experiment wvre t idal l»

driven. The flows which wer'c recorded over the upper half of

the intertidal zone are directed mainly towards t.h« nurt lu-ust

ithe Netherlands 1 attaining their maximum magnltudl' of

around :30 em/sec at the beginning of the flood. As t h« t lilt

rises. th« currents n-duc« in maunit.ud« and n'n'r"l' no.u 10\\

wate-r Although offshore til(' current is 111 ph.i-.« Wit h ,":\

SUr!'!Cl' t t idal: «lovat.ion 1i.c, :\ progn'S:"I\'I' tlita! \I an'. 1.,\\ 'I

:"I-:l'" 1'1 til .. 1~1941. prclinunarv .mnlv- i-, of t h« h"ad1 d;ll;l

indicates t h.tt this lx-havior i," due to bed I'n"llon \\ Il\ch (;,,",

"" tho longshore cu rn-m-. to I,'ad t h« tid;t!,·ln,lli"i1 'n,h"i"

DlIl'lng the rhr.« tid"s, i h. rn.-uu 1'1'11",-,,11,'1', ""1"'11;- ,I!

Hydrodynamic Interpretation

high water level INHWLJ, neap low water level ,NLWL, and

spring low water level 1SL \VL I. These arc referred to as high

ISHWL-NHWLI, mid- (NHWL--NLWLI and low 'SLWL

NLWLI tidal zones IWRIl:lH I'! al.. 191'121 and are shown in Fig

ure 4a. Each of these zones is characterised hy morphological

regimes which respond differently to hydrodynamics and r.im-

scales of inundations IM.'\SSELlNK, 19931. The fraction of tim«

(pi of a complete tidal cycle, during which any particular location

on t.he profile is inundated, was calculated IW/{/(:HTei al .. 191'1:2,

for typical spriru; Isolid line I. neap I dotted line: and meun

[dashed line 1tides (see Figure' .!I.

The high tidal zone is inundated for about 20'; of t iin«

during spring tide and 10'1 for a mean tide. The mid-tidal

zone is. on average. inundated for 60';' of th« t.ime throughoul

all tidal cycles. In comparison. the low tidal zone is inundau-d

almost 100'/, of the time during neap and mean lides and

approximately 90'; of the time during spring t.idl's.

Longshore uniformity at the experimental sit« was con

fined to distances of approximately fiOO m and wu-. inte-r

rupted by drainage channels. However. the cross-sectional

profile is typical of this region of coastline [Figure 4a I. Fin'

ridges. WIth associated runnels wen' identified along t h« 111

tertidal zone. The most inshort- berm-like ridge was situ:ll<'d

within the middle of the high tidal zone. The next ridge off

shore iFigure lCI was the sIte for tracer expcri mont.s A and

B. This ridge which is approximately :lficm high. is located at

the boundary between high and mid-tidal zones, l'oll1cident

with neap high water level. Hydrodynamic data collected

from the seaward side of this ridge an' presented in this

study I Station :l. see Ftgures 1c and ,ta I. A large ridgp. al most

140 m wide and with an average height of 20 ern. is found at

the mid-tidal zone and at mean water level. At t lu- boundan

between the mid- and low-tidal zones, then' is another ridge

of some 2fi ern high. A similar fe-ature also i,s found \\ ithin

the low tidal zone: it does not exceed :20 em in height.

161

RESULTS

100'MI>
Recovery I\ate 1';;, I =

M, - MI>'

Tidal Inundation and Morphological Interpretation

where Q is the volumetric sediment transport rate, p, and p

are the sand particle and sea water densities, respectively.

and g is acceleration due to gravity. C/o is the volume concen

tration of the sand within the bed W.fiO-0.6fi I. A volume con

cention of 0.60 suggested by WHITE 11987 I has been used in

this study. The transport velocity lUI is determined on the

basis of movement of the mass centroid of the tracer, divided

by the time of submergence between detections (WHITE,

19871.

The recovery rate was defined for each survey as the per

centage ratio of the mass of detected tracer outside the re

lease point, MI>' and the difference between the total amount

of released tracer, M" and the mass of tracer, MI>' remaining

at the release point.

efficiency factors taken as 0.2 and 0.025, after GUZA and

THORNTON (1985l. C I is a drag coefficient assumed as 0.005

after BOWEN (19801 and '1> is the particle internal friction

angle. The unit vector i is directed down-slope in the offshore

[-xi direction, whereas u is the vector of the total instanta

neous velocity measured at the nearest instrument station,

The local mean bed slopes, tanfj, were calculated for the

beach profile data and they were 0.0081, 0.m2 and 0.001 for

tracer locations A, Band C.

Decomposition of eqn (4) into the two horizontal compo

nents, as presented by GUZA and THORNTON [198fi I, ena

bles the prediction of longshore and cross-shore immersed

weight -sediment transport rates using the measured long

shore and cross-shore components of the flow.
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ii-d from ru-ar zero during flood, to almost 1() em/sec on ebb.

The observed flow is caused by a combination of a steady

mean offshore, horealu.r referred to as "undertow," and a tid

ally-varying current.

In an attempt to separate the undertow from the' tidal (;LIr

rr-nt.s. a linear regression analysis was applied to the mea

sured me.m cross-shore current and the rate of change of lo

cal wau-r depth for both th,' cbh and flood (Figure 6). Assum

ing that the cross-shore component of the mean current is

due to an onshore-offshore migration of the water volume

driven bv tho tidal flooding and ehbing over the beach topog

raphy, Llu-n the' mean velocity at high water (dh/dt = ())

should he zero. However, the' data show thai a steady current

over all Lhrue t ides of around [j ern/sec is present. This can

fw se'en from t.h« intersection of the ebb and flood regression

lim's (Figure' hi. This value represents the average value of

t.ho undertow and its persistence at high water confirms that

it i~ not directly related to the' tidal wave.

Tidal currents oppose the undertow during the flood, so

that the' cross-shore mean velocity tends towards zero. Dur

ing t.hr- ehh, both cross-shore current components act in the

same direction, enhancing the measured offshore flow which

reached up to ]() em/sec ([j em/sec due to undertow and 5

em/see due to tidal currents).

Wave-orbital velocities appear to be tidally-modulated:

higher orbital velocities arc observed during the ebb, than

during the flood. From the ratio of the variance of the in

stantaneous current velocity in the alongshore and t:r08S

shore directions, the angle of wave approach was estimated

to be around 345
0

to shore normal incidence i.e. towards the

northeast. From pattern of mean flows during the tidal cycle,

it may be concluded that waves and currents will act in the

same direction during the flood but that they oppose each

other during the ebb, This results in higher orbital velocities

du ring the ebb, as shown on Figure 5.

Tidal modulation of both the waves and currents results in

variation in the dominant forces (waves or currents) through

out the tidal cycle. The ratio of maximum orbital velocity to

tidal current magnitude ('wavc strength') is plotted on Figure

(jd against the local gradient in tidal amplitude. On average,

waves dominate during the ebb while during the flood, the

mean currents are of similar strength to the oscillatory cur

rent amplitudes.

Sediment Transport Model Comparison

The wave-current interaction model results are presented

here with Baillards energetics model results. The purpose of

.lournal of Coastal Research. Vol. 14, No. I. 19f1S
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Figur« 5. Hydrodynamic data collected near tbe tracer injection point B
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during the first phase of the flood and last phase of tilt' ebb

tide.

The results of the wave-current interaction model have

been used for the calculation of the STI t refer Mct.hodologv

section) for each burst during the tidal cycll'-under both a

wave crest and a wave trough. The results for lnngshorc and

cross-shore directions are presented in Figure R. The cross-
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Figufe 7 (al Local mean water depth over t hc- trace-r H r-xpc-rinu-nt pc

rioel. Combined wave and CUITPnl bottom shr-ar stresses as predicted Irum

the hydrodynamic measurement applying the wave current in tcruct ion

modcl isee text ). Open and solid circlo» indicate shetH" sln'ssl's unde-r t h«

wave crest and trough respectively: (h) cross-shore component; (e I long

shore component: Idl total combined bottom shear stress r Noto: N"gativl'

values art- used on ie) to represent stress under wave trough I Critical

shear stress for sediment motion is shown as straight lines.

Wave-Current Interaction, Deterministic Modelling

Combined shear stress estimates due to combined currents

and waves for cross-shore (T",.J and longshore IT",,,) compo

nents are plotted in Figure 7. Estimates under wave crests

and troughs (open and solid circles, respectively) are shown

in Figures 7h and c and the total shear stresses are shown

on Figure 7d. The calculated stresses are much larger than

the threshold limits derived from the modified Shields dia

gram (MADSEN and GRANT, 1976) implying that a continuous

state of sediment movement persisted throughout the tidal

cycle.

The cross-shore component of the maximum wave-current

bottom shear stress under the wave crest is directed onshore

during flood. Under a wave trough, the forces acting on the

sea bed are always directed offshore. Alongshore, the maxi

mum combined shear stress is dominated by the mean com

ponent; thus, stresses under a wave crest and trough (Figure

7c) exhibit similar trends and magnitudes.

In contrast to the asymmetry found in the wave-induced

orbital velocities (Fib'Ure 5) throughout a tidal cycle. the shear

stresses (although modulated by the tides) exhibit relative

symmetry around high water. Higher stresses are predicted

this comparison is to assess the conclusions that can be

drawn with regards to the movement of sediment from hy

drodynamic measurements alone made under the particular

conditions experienced over the ridge and runnel field. These

results will be compared later with the overall transport mea

sured by the tracer experiment.

,Journal of Coastal Research, Vo!. 14, No.1, 1998
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shorv component of the STI i,; greatest during the flood tide,

,;uggest mg onshore transport occurs under a wave crest and

oflshun- transport under a trough. Alongshore, enhanced

t ransport IS predicted at the beginning of the tidal cycle in

t h« direction of the mean current with a reversal at the end

of I Ill' l'hh flow. Time-averaged forms of the sediment trans

port indices over the measurement period suggest onshore

movement occurs under a wave crest and offshore under a

t rough with 111(' latter as the dominant process. Alongshore,

the t imo-nvc-raged STI is 0.20, 1.57 and 2.82 for the cycles

H,. B. and B! respectively, suggesting transport towards the

nort henst ,

Energetics Approach

Barlard's model has been applied to the data set, using the

c-k-ctrornugm-t.ic current meter measurements again from

Station :3. Results from this model. for both the cross-shore

and longshore directions, are shown on Figure 9,

Decomposition of eqn (4) allows an evaluation of the rela

tive importance of bedload, suspended load, oscillatory and

mean current components. Analysis of these data revealed

that: (i) the suspended load dominates the overall sediment

transport processes; t ii I in the cross-shore direction, sand

transport associated with wave asymmetry is much less im

portant than that in response to the mean, offshore directed

transport; I iii) similarly, mean currents dominate transport

in the longshore direction. towards the northeast. The latter

is concordant with the regional pattern of offshore sediment

movement measured by DE MOOR (1991 l.

The importance of the mean currents as the main sediment

carriers was confirmed by comparing the output of Bailard's

model with sediment fluxes estimated using instantaneous

.Journal of Coastal Research. Vol. 14. No.1, 199k
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Time (Julian day /1 division=2 hours)

Figure 9. Top: Immersed weight sediment transport rate estimated over

the tracer B experiment period, using Bailard's model in the shore-normal

lal and alongshore Ibl directions. Bottom: Tidal cycle averaged sediment

transport rates for both shore-normal t lxJ and alongshore' i1yJ directions

Morphometric Analysis

Analysis of successive beach profiles recorded along t.he

main transect throughout the tracer experiment showed lit.t.k

change. Elevation changes were comparable to thr- experi

mental (survey) errors (:+: 1 em I. To identify trends in beach

movement, profiles taken along the main transect at the he-

m at spring high water, and with wave heights of around 0.20

m and periods of 8 sec. Unfortunately the tracer recovery rate

was low (11 ',1,), due to difficulties in separating the tracer

from natural shell fragments with similar fluorescence. Al

though this tracer was followed during a single tidal cycle,

the centroid can be seen to have moved in a predominantly

onshore direction towards the northeast (Figure 11).

During experiment B, the tracer was released on the upper

mid-tidal zone, near the lower limit of the high tidal zone.

The tracer was followed over three consecutive tidal cycles,

from 27/2/1994 to 28/2/1994, with a recovery rate 01'72-807<.

During this experiment, the local water depth varied from

approximately 1.8 m to exposure at low tide. The local sig

nificant wave height measured at high water was approxi

mately 0.15 m with wave approach consistently from the west

with a wave period between 9 sec and to sec.

During the first tidal cycle after injection (B I)' the tracer dis

persed west-east with the centroid moving south of the release

point (Figure 10). This dispersion pattern is in a general agree

ment with the incoming wave direction. During the second tidal

cycle (B) the tracer dispersed alongshore towards the northeast.

Similar dispersion is observed for the third tidal cycle, although

there is some alignment similar to that of B I (Figure 101. This

latter pattern suggests dispersion in response to both waves and

tidally-induced longshore currents.

In all the data sets, the cross-shore movement of the tracer

centroid was consistently shoreward, though movement in

the longshore direction being more variable. During release

B, the tracer centroid initially moved in a southwesterly di

rection, whereas during the second detection period (R, I, the

tracer moved in an opposing longshore direction (northeast I;

this direction was again reversed during the last tidal cycle

(B,,). The cross-shore components of the sediment transport

rates, derived on the basis of tracer movement. were fi.24.

4.08 and 2.97 I X 10 ~ kg/rn/sec-) for the detection periods HI'

B~ and R" respectively. The longshore components were an

order of magnitude greater than the cross-shore ( -7.22, 11.7

and -6.7:3 X 10 2kg/m/sec" respectively: although ofvariahlv

direction I note the sign I.

The final tracer was released on the central ridge in the tidal

zone. Despite significantly lower recovery rates (X fiO';; I. the

tracer was successfully measured during 5 tidal cycles. A net

onshore movement during the first 2 tidal cycles can clearly be

seen followed by movement toward the northeast (the Nether

land" 1(Figure 111. The low recovery rate is due to a rapid on

shore movement of the tracer toward" the runnel (Fii,'1Jn' 1b I

from where it was rapidly transported alongshore, outside l hv

area of detection. High flow rates were observed in the runnel"

during the initial and final stage" of the inundation a" the water

flowed into or out through the narrow drainage chnnmls that

breach the seaward ridge.
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(b)
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current velocities and suspended sediment concentration

measurements from Station 4 (VOULGARlS, 1996; VOlJLGARIS

and COLLINS, 1996).

Looking at the model results, for individual bursts, the

longshore transport is seen to be directed toward the north

east during the beginning of the flood but, as the tide ad

vances, the magnitude of the longshore sand transport rate

reduces and is eventually reversed towards the end of the

ebb. Cross-shore transport direction varies during the B, and

B" tidal cycles but throughout tide B. it is directed consis

tently offshore.

Tidally-averaged transport rates are shown in the lower

part of Figure 9; this indicates consistent offshore transport

towards the northeast.

The variation, during the tidal cycle, of the STI (Figure 81and

the sediment trasport rates estimated by the Ballard's model

I Figure 9) are in a qualitative agreement both in the cross-shore

and longshore directions. The cross-shore component of the STI

is greater during the wave trough so that a wave-averaged value

STI would be in the same direction as the wave trough STI

(solid circles in Figure Sa). Both STI and Bailard's model indi

cate that greater amounts of sediment are trasported at the

beginning of the flood and the end of the ebb period, with the

former being significantly larger than the latter. It is notewor

thy, that those periods of high sediment mobility coinside with

time of shallow water depths Isee Figure fia I.

Tracer Analysis

The tracing experiment A took place at the outer region of

the high tidal zone I Figures 1 and 4 I in a water depth of 1.4fi

-Journal of Coastal Research, Vol. 14, No. I, 199H
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Figure to. Iso-tracer contour map for the th ree detections carried out during tracer experiment B.

ginning (J ulian day 51) and end of th e experimental period

(J ulian day 63) have been super imposed (Figure 12a ). The

elevation difference between the profiles (Figure 12b) shows

areas of local erosion and accretion.

Profile changes are most evident on the uppermost part of

the profile , less th an 150 m from the upper limit of the beach.

The ridges on the high tidal zone moved shoreward during

th e 12 day s between measurements. From the positive and

negative eleva t ion peak differences (Figure 12b), the average

rates of onshore movement of the crests of the three upper

shoreface ridges were estimated between 0.6 and 1.2 m per

tid al cycle . This net movement (integrated over 24 tidal cy

cles) is assumed to be representative of th e beach behavior

during the tracer experiments (net beach motion integrated

over 1 to 5 tidal cycles), sinc e the incident wave climate re

ma ined consistently mild throughout the study period.
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intertidal zones expressed in terms of local sand elevation. Positive and

negative changes indicate accretion and erosion, respectively over the

study period.
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Figure 11. Tracer mass-centroid movement for the three tracing exper

iments (A, B and C) undertaken over the experiment period .
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Figure 13. Contour map of changes in elevation of the high and mid

intertidal zones over the expe riment period (Julian day 51 to 63). This

map was created from all transects shown on Figure 1. Positive and neg

ative changes indicate accretion and erosion, respectively over the study

period. Contour units in em.

A positive overall elevation difference for the uppermost

part of the beach indicates a net spatially-averaged accretion

of 2.9 em. Accretion over the lower section is approximately

2 em. This accretion/erosion imbalance along the cross-shore

profile suggests the existence of longshore transport gradi

ents or that the end of the profile at 270 m from the shoreline

does not correspond to the closure depth of the profile .

To examine this imbalance, a three-dimensional analysis

of the stability of the beach was undertaken using the data

from allll transects (Figure 13). Accretional areas are shown

as positive elevation differences (dark shading), while nega

tive values (light shading) indicate erosional areas. Inferred

movement of beach material is shown schematically on the

figure by the two arrows (connecting areas of erosion with

those of accretion). Cross-shore beach movement is onshore,

while movement alongshore is towards the southwest (i.e.,

France). The longshore beach movement is estimated to be of

the order of 4 m per tidal cycle.

DISCUSSION

The ridges are subjected to hydrodynamic forces during the

complete tidal cycle and for water depths ranging from a few

millimeters to the full tidal range. However, the hydrody

namic data collected here, was limited to periods where in

struments were fully submerged. The nature of the electro

magnetic current meters (physical dimensions, installation

procedures and principle of operation) require their installa

tion to be some distance above the bed. This combined with

the head of water required so that the sensor is not exposed

during the passage of a wave trough limit the minimum wa

ter depth that data can be collected.
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Table 2. Immersed weight sediment tran sport rates (total) obtained from

tracer experiments (see Table 1) and the application of Bailard's (1981)

model.
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97.6

399.0

59.0

38.6

(I,' +

1, I, I.')'"

3.5 72.5 72.6

9.2 - 2.2 9.5

22.8 - 17.5 28.7

20.9 - 10.3 23.2

77.8

397.0

Immersed Weight Sediment Transport Rate, I (kg/mis' x 10-3
)

Predicted

(Bailard's model)

(tracer experiments )

Measured

(tracer experiments)

(I,' +
Detection I, I, I,' )'"

A, 31.2 60.6 66.6

B, - 72.2 52.4 89.2

B, 117 .0 40 .8 125.0

B3 - 67.3 29 .7 73.6

C, 4.2 20.8 21.2

C, - 3.9 25.5 25.8

C3 34.9 24.1 42.4

C, - 7.2 - 6.2 9.7

C. 37.0 - 3.2 44 .8
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Generally, sand transport pathways should be in agree

ment with the current patterns. Longshore currents flow to

wards the northeast, and dominate over the mean cross -shore

current component. The latter consists of a steady, offshore

flowing "undertow" component of approximately 5 ern/sec and

a sea-surface driven component with an amplitude of about

5 ern/sec. In contrast, waves approaching from the west, con

tribute to northeasterly sand transport as shoaling creates

an asymmetry in their profile. This interpretation of sand

transport pathways, based on measured hydrodynamic con

ditions, is not consistent with directions obtained from the

mass centroid movement during the tracer experiment (Fig

ure 11). However, the tracer dispersion patterns (Figu re 10)

agree qualitatively with the hydrodynamic conditions. In par

ticular there is a tendency for the tracer to be dispersed in

response to wave direction and towards the northeast. The

latter agreement implies that although sediment transport

takes place during the period of hydrodynamic data collec

tion, it does not consist ofthe dominant process which defines

the net transport pattern as given by the centroid movement.

Quantitatively the transport rates obtained from the mass

centroid analysis and the sediment transport models , respec

tively are shown in Table 2 and Figure 14. The tracer shows

the cross-shore component of transport to be onshore, while

the longshore component is towards the northeast only dur

ing B2 • For B, and B3 , transport is towards the southwest.

On the other hand, both modelling approaches predict: (a)

consistent offshore transport in cross -shore direction, (b)

southeasterly transport in the longshore direction . Onshore

sand transport was observed for the same beach under sim

ilar hydrodynamic conditions, during an early magnetic trac

er experiment (VAN DER POST et al., 1994). These observa

tions suggest that the onshore migration of ridges is typical

of the experimental area for the wave conditions experienced.

Assuming that ridge movement is analogous to ripple mi

gration which is considered proportional to bedload transport

rate (HUNTLEY et al. , 1991), then the observed topographic

changes are in general agreement with the tracer results i.e.

onshore movement of th e ridge system at an average ra te of

Figure 14. Comp arison of tid al cycle averaged dir ect ion and relative

magnitude of sediment transport during the tracer B experime nt period .

Th e data shown are the results of pr edictions using a deterministic sed

ime nt transp ort model a pproach (sedimen t trans port index, see text); th e

ene rget ic;'s a pproach (BAlLARD, 1981 ) and the measured sediment tran s

port rates during the tracer B exp eriment (see Table 2). (a) cros s-shore

direction (posit ive values ind icate an ons hore movem ent) and (b) long

shore compone nt (posit ive value s indicate a northeasterly sedime nt move

ment).

approximately 1 m per tidal cycle. This rate compares with

2.3 m per tidal cycle, as indicated by onshore movement of

the tracer. The difference between the two rates may be at

tributed to intercomparison between the 12-day averaged

(neap- spring) profile analysis and tracer results representa

tive of localised conditions over three tidal cycles, near

springs. Overall, the observed migration rates are much high

er than those observed by MULRENNAN (1992) (maximum 10

m per month (0.16 ern per tidal cycle». In the longshore di

rection, net centroid movement is 1.03 m towards the south

west; this is the same direction derived from the topographic

survey results (at 4 m/tidal cycle). The latter value is in very

good agreement with the centroid movement alongshore, for

B, and B3 , of 3.07 and 5.28 m, respectively. Most of the ob

served sediment movement occurs in the high tidal zone, with

net accretion in the mid- and high tidal zones .

Tidally-integrated transport rates depend upon the inten

sity of the transport processes, throughout the associated tid 

al cycle. The particular intertidal location at which the data

were collected is inundated over 36% of the tidal cycle and of

this, 55% of the inundation time is associated with shoaling

wave conditions. The disagreement between the patterns in

ferred from sediment transport models and the topographic

data sets and tracer experiments might be explained, there

fore, by assuming that th e processes for the remaining 45%

of th e period of inundation, where no hydrodynamic data ex

ists, could be dominant in determining the net morphological

evolution of the rid ges . These periods are characterised by

shallow water depths, implying th e domin ance of inner surf

and swash zone processes which are chara cterised by in-
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creased levels of suspended load and infragravity motions

(BEACH and STERNBERG, 1988; BEACH and HOLMAN, 1993).

This is further supported by the increased values of STI and

sediment transport rates estimated using the energetics mod

el at shallow water depths (see Figures 8 and 9). The above

interpretation agrees with the original generic definition of

KING and WILLIAMS (1949), that the ridges are swash bars.

Also, the experimental site falls within the typical locations

(ORFORD and WRIGHT, 1978) where such swash bars occur

(i.e. large tidal range; wide foreshore of low gradient; and

short fetch). The location of the data collection station and

the tracer experiments was near the high-tidal zone where

MASSELINK (1993) showed that swash and surf zone process

es are the dominant ones.

In the alongshore, sediment transport inferred from the hy

drodynamics is towards the northeast, while tracer experi

ments and morphodynamic analysis show southeast trans

port direction. This might be due to tidal flow reversal during

the last stages of the ebb (Figure 5). Such a change in direc

tion, coupled with higher sediment resuspension processes

during the ebb (cr. DAVIDSON et al., 1993), dominate the

transport pattern identified for the experimental area. Fur

ther, longshore movement of tracer could have resulted from

wave-induced lateral flow towards the drainage channel (ac

cording to the mechanism suggested by DABRIO and POLO

(1981)).

CONCLUSIONS

Hydrodynamic, morphological and sediment mobility data

have been collected from a macrotidal, ridge and runnel

beach under mild wave conditions. The information derived

from the investigations are:

(1) Flow measurements show the mean cross-shore near

bed flow to consist of a steady 'undertow' component and a

tidal component. The latter has been found to be driven by

the sea surface elevation. Longshore currents are asymmet

rical, with a dominant northerly flood flow. The relative

steady component flow reversal towards the southwest has

been observed during the last stages of the ebb.

(2) The transport patterns derived from the prevailing hy

drodynamics under shoaling wave conditions contradict those

observed from beach mobility. Combination of these results

with the time-scale covered by each method suggests that

swash/surf zone processes control the onshore transport of

the ridges over the high-tidal zone, in accordance with the

generic definition of ridges (KING and WILLIAMS, 1949).

Alongshore sediment movement opposes that inferred from

asymmetry of the tidal currents. This pattern is the result of

wave-induced lateral flow in response to surf/swash zone pro

cesses and asymmetry in the availability of sediment for

transport during the tidal cycle.

(3) In macrotidal environments the intertidal zone under

goes a number of different processes (shoaling waves, surf

zone and swash zone). Certain parts of the intertidal zone

and in particular the high-tidal zone are dominated by swash

zone processes. The available instrumentation fails to mea

sure these processes due to the shallow water depths. Any

attempts to quantify sand transport and morphological de-

velopment should be accompanied by measurements in these

very shallow depths. Alternatively, different sediment trans

port study methods based upon different time-integrations

periods can be utilised to reveal transport processes occuring

in the swash zone.
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